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What will be covered?
Introduction 

What is Twitter
Where did the idea come from
What you can do with it
Distinctions from other forms of social media/networking
Various examples of how it can be used in a business

 
Bootcamp 

Sign up process
Tools to find conversations
Ways to find interesting people
Twitter clients and other advanced tools



What is Twitter?
Social network estimated at 20 million active users 
worldwide, and growing exponentially.

 
It asks the question of "What are you doing?"

 
"Twittering" (or "Tweeting") is similar to blogging, but is 
typically much more frequent & concise.  More like a single 
thought.

 
As long as you can fit it into 140 characters, you can post 
whatever you want. 
 
Similar to Facebook "status" updates.



What is Twitter?
Very SMS (text messaging) centric.  140 character limit is 
because it is tailored towards SMS messages

 
Ability to have SMS notifications sent to your mobile device 
when specific users 'tweet'.

 
You can follow anyone, and anyone can follow you. 



How can Twitter be used?

You post your current status, such as... 



How can Twitter be used?
You can use it to announce important events in your life.



How can Twitter be used?

Be one of the first to know about breaking news



How can Twitter be used?

You can use it to find and meet new people



How can Twitter be used?
You can use it for complaints and customer service



"Twitter in Plain English"

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddO9idmax0o


Twitter History
2000 - Jack Dorsey experiments with realtime status 
publishing using a mobile email device

 
2000 - Evan Williams launches Blogger.com. "Blogging" 
becomes a hot trend & is eventually sold to Google in 2003. 

 
2004 - Evan leaves Google and co-founds podcasting 
startup Odeo.
Early 2006 - Jack approaches Evan about the Twitter 
concept (originaly called Status.ly) and built out prototype in 
two weeks.  Evan liked it enough and became an investor.
March 2006 - Twitter launches a side-project at Odeo 



Twitter History
March 2007 - Became huge hit at SXSW conference.
April 2007 - Twitter spun off as a separate company and 
Odeo is sold off.

April 2008 - US journalism student tweets "Arrested!" when 
covering a protest in Egypt, friends contacted press & US 
Embassy.  Was released within a day.  Tons of press 
coverage.
July 2008 - Twitter buys Summize, rebrands it



Twitter History
Summer/Fall 2008 - Twitter starts to pick up momentum in 
the mainstream media during election season because it 
was a constant source of political news.
November 2008 - Mumbai attacks were another event that 
brought it into the mainstream media.
2009 - Celebrity invasion, constant mainstream media 
coverage, userbase has expanded beyond early adopters, 
Twitchiker, live-tweeting dates, twitter weddings.  You name 
it, people are doing it.



The Power of Twitter
Talent pool on demand whenever you need it
Interactive, ask a question and get instant feedback
Simple to use
Correspond with interesting people
Finding conversations that intrigue you



How is it different than...
Email?

Email is private, conversation is restricted to specific 
recipients.

 
Instant Messaging?

IM is typically one person talking to another in a private 
conversation.

 
IRC / Chat rooms?

Twitter audience is much larger and has various methods 
of delivery.

 
Blogging?

Blog posts are typically much longer than 140 characters, 
take time to write, and are less interactive



How is it different than...
Facebook/Myspace?

FB/MS - You find your friends, reject unknowns 
Twitter - You find random people to follow
FB/MS - Cultivating relationships within already 
established networks
Twitter - Focus on meeting new people you find 
interesting

 
Different than other social networks as your goal on Twitter is to 
have friends as well as strangers follow you. Your influence 
grows as your circle of followers grows.



Examples of Twitter in the 
Business World



Dell

Twitter as a revenue generator



Dell
Has 35+ Twitter accounts @ http://www.dell.
com/twitter.  Primary account is @delloutlet (twitter.
com/delloutlet) with 650k followers.
Mid-2008, announced tweeting generated them over $1 
million in revenue over the last year

 
Followup in June 2009, announced tweeting revenue had 
passed $3 million.

 
Able to estimate these figures by tracking click-throughs of 
URLs embedded in each tweet



Dell



Zicam

Twitter Coupons



Zicam



Skittles

Social Media Back-Fire.



Skittles - Marketing Back-Fire
The campaign was successful at generating "Skittles" 
references across various social media sites, especially 
Twitter.



Skittles - Marketing Back-Fire

After a few hours, the conversation took a nose dive 
towards profanity and unrelated comments.

"Skittles make your teeth fall out!"
"Great insurance quotes! http://tinyurl.com/f74kf skittles"

The lesson learned is the social media is similar to the Wild 
West. Learn how to guide the converstation or it will take a 
life of its own.

 
Skittles.com is currently an overlay over the brands 
YouTube channel



Bootcamp!

 


